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The testing of building stones began with technological

investigations (compression test, attrition test, absorptivity

etc.) Since the beginning of this century, considerable progress

has been made ín the petrographical examination (especially
microscopical and chemical) of building materials, The results

are admirably set forth in Hirschwald's handbook (1912). If
these improved methods have not been quite satisfactory for

practical requirements, the reason lies the very complicated

nature of the phenomena met with in weathering. It is not

sufficient to examine single specimens in the laboratory; it

is necessary to study the stone in the building itself, in

its special situation, in its living function so to speak.

In this respect, we often find that failures are attributable

not so much to the properties of the material as to some

technical mistake. On the other hand, geological investigation

in the quarries shows that stone materials are always hetero-

geneous and that they must be selected by an expert before

being used. Furthemore, it is necessary to examine the in-

fluences of environment in each special case (moisture, di-

rection and distribution of winds and rain, changes in tempe-

rature, action of smoke, gases, vegetation, Ste.) This state-

ment of the symptoms is followed by accurate petrographical

examination, the most important being by means of the micros-

cope. In most cases, this examination gives useful information.
Among the technological tests there are some which are unsuit-

able for the problems of weathering (e.g. compression test),
while others would be of the greatest interest for our purpose
if they were sufficiently reliable (e.g. freezing test). Only

after having considered each of the symptoms is it possible
for us to give an exact diagnosis, applicable to each special
case. Then only will the prevention of building failures be
possible, On the basis of these principles the author has
studied a great number of buildings and monuments in Austria
(see special reports) and has been able to give advice for
their restoration.
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